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Our beloved sport ATV market has been taken over by roll cage equipped machines. Do we
want to stick our noses up at the UTV market? Of course not! Those machines are a blast to
drive, and get more people included in our favorite hobby: off-roading. But, if we are honest, we
are very bummed out that the sport ATV market has fallen off the radar of most major
manufacturers. In fact, Yamaha is the only remaining major manufacturer that offers a race
ready and a trail ready R straight axle sport quad on the dealer floors today. If you take a look at
the dirt bike market, two-strokes took a strong back seat to four-strokes when the new
technology surpassed the old. Trends tend to travel in circles. This gives us hope that we will
get to see some new sport quads grace dealerships in the coming years! It all comes back
around right? There is far too much red tape involved in off-road trikes to ever see their return.
Since its inception in , the TRX has sold very well. The iconic TRXR sold similarly well in the
80s. To this day, the Honda stands on top of podiums around the world with a steel frame and
carbureted engine. The technology of the Yamaha is certainly more advanced, yet the Honda is
still extremely popular. We have heard rumors that they built prototypes and tested them a few
years ago. More recently we heard a rumor that a new sport was to be released with the Honda
Talon X and R models, but it never showed. Whats the deal Honda?! They implemented a
plastics restyling that remained until its final production run in It remained on dealer floors
longer than the R. The plastics are sharp and aggressive looking, and we assume thats what a
new R would look similar to. Who knows. In fact, if they stick to their common trail-first worthy
characteristics, an engine from the Honda CRFL dual-sport dirt bike could be utilized. Of
course, a six-speed transmission might not be a good fit, so that leaves the dual-exhaust CRFR
engine. You could give the quad Selectable Torque Control through fuel-injection mapping
changes that gives you three power options. The compression ratio would hop up to Honda
could get away with designing in a larger radiator with a more powerful fan to tackle the extra
heat. We would like to see more suspension travel on a new version. A stock fat bar handle bar
with a sweet designed for more aggressive riding would be great, and if Honda would slim the
quad in-between the legs that would be welcome. Unfortunately we have to leave this all to
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between the ATV and motorcycle engines was the camshaft. This included a more aggressive
cam profile, a larger bore with a shortened stroke, a new, short skirt piston and titanium rather
than steel valves. The first generation engine had a Because for many years the four-stroke
class displacement limit was cubic centimeters, many racing sanctions bumped this number up
to allow the new cc bikes and ATVs to compete. Along with the introduction of the TRX R,
Honda announced, after 17 years, it would once again support factory sponsored racing. The R
would be the first factory sponsored bike out of any of the other atv manufacturers. Honda's
first sponsored rider on the new r would be Tim Farr. The r's first national race would be the
Baja The R was off to a good start even before its public launch. The R was first across the line
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Full Version : trxr big bore for motocross? Would it rev as fast as the stock bore? Originally
posted by dunebuggie66 I will be sending my motor to sparks this winter to get their national
kit. Should be right about that and REV like insanely fast!! Originally posted by dunebuggie66 i
will be sending my motor to sparks this winter to get their national kit. LOL Z I try to let the guy
keep his macho status and you want to kill it for him :macho. Originally posted by
dunebuggie66 so if you think i am macho by telling you that, then so be it. I'm the friend that TC
is speaking of. I hear high s of horsepower from Sparks motors. No lies or exaggerations! Curtis
is the man! I have the sparks cam, piston sparks exhaust and they told me I should be pushing
around 50 hp. I have a extend swing arm and before you had to really try to pull the front end
up. With the piston and cam I could flip it over easy. If you got the rest of there kit I could see it
hitting 55hp 58hp. Sparks is the man. Although they did lie about thier cams not being CRF
cams which did piss a lot of people off. I can see hp. DASA has motors that they say will put out
more then any Sparks motor Thanks for the input. I have an HRC cam, an LRD exhaust and a
13to1 compression piston in it now and was thinking about just adding the big bore to it.
Sounds like it would still see power gains from that. For motocross boring out is just
impractical. I have a cam, full lrd exhaust, 13 to 1 compression piston and opened up the air
box, it runs great but was just thinking about a little more and was thinking a cc bore might
help. I don't run the nationals. Shoot, it would be awesome if my new R even hit 60 rwhp! That
never happened with my and it won't happen that way with the r. All this means is that I'd just
have to see the dyno proof to believe this rubbish 58 crapola, Originally posted by
R3Conceptsex Nice ego. All this goes to prove is that bigger isnt always better. All I'm saying is
maybe if I see a dyno I'll believe it- until then no way! As far as your comment, "All this goes to
prove is that bigger isnt always better", there is no replacement for displacement! All your
saying is that noone can pull or beat your bike. Also "theres no replacement for displacement "
is for domestic motors, meaning cars and trucks, meaning V8s. The bigger the single, the more
sloppy it can get. Look at the big bore raptors, they are all turds. Besides anyone can go in a
straight line fast, the talent is at the track. Originally posted by R3Conceptsex All your saying is
that noone can pull or beat your bike. Oh, I'm sure there is a faster bike then mine, I just havn't
seen anyone prove it's faster. Can you? OK whatever you say, Like I said, the talents at the
track. Also, yes ALL the big bore raptors ive seen and raced are turds. A Sparks on alky waxed
the Trinity raptor, my freind has a raptor that my ran circles around. I bet if you went to Sparks
and actually inquired that you would see that their national motors are putting out the that they
claim. Originally posted by R3Conceptsex Like I said, the talents at the track. It was a Sparks
raptor that won the 4 stroke wars, and why arent they running a or bigger like other builders?
Sparks can get ahold of big bore kits for rs but why arent they? Why doesnt DASA build a big
bore kit? Im not saying anyone is stupid or wrong, im just saying that bigger isnt always better.
Originally posted by R3Conceptsex It was a Sparks raptor that won the 4 stroke wars, and why
arent they running a or bigger like other builders? OK R3- relax,,, forget about it why don't ya? I
just want to enlighten you on the R. Ya see you shouldn't categorize my into the slow reving
raptor club. I agree they are slow revers, but in the case of my my ultra-light is lighter than even
the stock piston. I'm even thinking of slowing the quicker than stock rev down a bit with a
heavier flywheel. Not all big bores are slow turds you see I understand your point , just drop it

already Actually, I came back to this thread and it does look like I talk a bit about the so I'll try to
spare everyone my excitement cause I do realize some people think I'm bragging when all I'm
trying to do is help someone decide what to do or NOT to do on thiers- that's all. Originally
posted by chadex I just want to enlighten you on the R. Not all big bores are slow turds you see
how u like that ultrlight Originally posted by trost66 I have the sparks cam, piston sparks
exhaust and they told me I should be pushing around 50 hp. I was refering to trost66's post ;
But, I do agree about the 's you posted.. At least these folks don't get aggressive when you have
an opinion about a topic. Water under the bridge chadex. Also for the comment about the single
ring pistons, the Sparks I was told by my sponsor that it would go for 6 months easy. Originally
posted by R3Conceptsex Water under the bridge chadex. Trust me, 50HP and up is a reality with
the Sparks kit. I dont have dyno sheets to prove it, I know, but I'm relaying info i've seen and
heard. No bickering like on most sites. Try checking it out another time, I think you will like it. If
you like it over here, you should like it there too, a lotta members on atvriders are over there too
:cool: -The Kid-. If you like it over here, you should like it there too, a lotta members on atvriders
are over there too :cool: -The Kid- i been there Sparks isnt using the CRF cams anymore, the
new cams are re-designed and completely different. The old cams were CRF cams, that is
correct but thats not true anymore. I dont have a dyno sheet to prove it, but it is happening. Not
trying to add more fuel to this fire but I'm just stating what I've seen and know. Originally posted
by RedRacer44 Sparks isnt using the CRF cams anymore, the new cams are re-designed and
completely different. OK, sparks is the man! Oh, one more thing, sparks cam is now a
Megacycle cam. What took him so long to realize that Megacycle is the best cam available for
the r? I bought mine onths ago Originally posted by chadex OK, sparks is the man! Originally
posted by WhiteZee its funny when guys from. WZ, what are you talking about? I bought from
Mega at normal cost and not through the middle man Sparks inflated cost of the same cam - not
that there is anything wrong with that, I can't wait to see the outcome! We will all be anxiously
awaiting the results!!! One test? Why don't u read the posts? I have read everything u typed
over there at org and it wasnt exactly friendly. U came over there following a link pasted here
and proceeded to tell mixx and everyone else they were stupid!!! Don't you remember the p!!
From what i've seen your pro-sparks because you have some parts on order from him, so who's
close minded now????? Originally posted by R3Conceptsex Busted. LOL, i cant help it, i've
seen his posts in action, and i've rode the vcp trx and the raptor and they flat out get it! This guy
is just angry and wants to bash the pipe. Originally posted by devil6 please disregard this guys
comments, they mean nothing. Originally posted by devil6 LOL, I so wish you could drive up
here and race mixxer's , either one, or even his raptor. Originally posted by chadex devil, if your
saying that place is sooo great why are you here causing tension with Xx and not over there
posting with them? Chad, i have no problem with you, i have read some of your posts before,
and i thought some of them quite rational. I am over there. I am also over here. I'm just making a
point with Xx bashing something he knows absolutley nothing about. As smart as u have been
in most of your posts, you can't possibly agree with what Xx says, or rants i should say, can
you? WTF would you brag about 22" mud machines on a r? Originally posted by wantrhere uh,
yes I most definately do! I am unaware of what? They work, period. And all you ever talk about
is sparks, so, i assume you to be pro sparks. You know what happened over there, and you
started it with me first over here. You posess absolutley no ability to make me look bad.
Originally posted by devil6 I am unaware of what? Originally posted by devil6 Chad, i have no
problem with you, i have read some of your posts before, and i thought some of them quite
rational. I have taken our discussion to the private PM, but would also like to add that it seemed
that you have done exactly what Xx has done at. I mean who's right here? Let me get this
straight, i posted my opinion over here and u jumped me! U called the pipe everything you
could think of. You tried making me look bad. What are your credentials Mr. Originally posted by
devil6 " It's obvious that there would be no way you'd ever keep up or in front of me, so what ya
say; I'd really enjoy that! You blatintly attacked me in one of my posts. There is no lab. And why
don't you report the other guys as well who replied to your words. Originally posted by chadex
want, I live one state away from you and frequent PA almost twice a month riding my XC R. I
didn't think your R was done yet.??? You said that the head doesn't come on until Tuesday, and
you've got pics up of the motor tore down. Very true, I never said it was done. In case you have
never assembled a motor, it only takes hours after the parts are received not weeks or months. I
am waiting on the head and hopefully tommorrow, it'll finally get here. I'd say by the end of
December it'll be assembledin- fingers crossed. I've tore down a few myself, and know how long
they take. I can breeze through a R. I was just looking at your response, and it said "riding" your
XC R. Anyway, what I meant is that I ride PA 2x a month on my R before the teardown , and right
now I have already renamed my R to R- even though its not quite finished. Is that precise
enough 29? Originally posted by chadex huh, your right- it did said "riding". You're getting
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Friday evening went riding, rode for a good hour or so everything was fine. I went to take a
short ride to the restroom less than yds away and all of the sudden everything flickered and
then just died out. Accompanying the problem I noticed the killswitch completely locked up.
Once daylight hit took the killswitch apart to find it had shorted out and melted the plastic
inside. Has anyone else had anything similar to this and if so what did you do to fix the
situation? I have a new killswitch on the way to replace the obvious problem but was wondering
could there be a bigger issue at hand. We tested with a voltage meter to make sure everything
was still getting power from the battery and as far as we could tell it was. I left the carb dry while
it was park and the temp had dropped below 0C in this time. Pulled it out last night to go for a
ride and it fired up just like it should but noticed when I started to head down the road I could
hold it to the bar and it didn't seem to accelerate. I have taken the carb apart and it appears to
be clean and nothing stood out on inspection to have dirt or ice. Is there something I should dig
more into? I have checked the plug and it appears to be sooty with easily rubbed off carbon. I
plan to get a new plug today and test. I have opened the drain plug in the exhaust thinking there
could be a mouse in the exhaust or something but no difference. I do find the engine is tickity
compared to my Honda but I am not sure if this is just me looking for issues or if it has always
been this way. If anyone has any insight I would appreciate it. How to double the pulling power
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